Shared Content Leadership Group
Meeting Minutes, February 24, 2017

Present: Martha Hruska (SD, Chair), Myra Appel (D), Angela Riggio and Roxanne Peck (LA), Jim Dooley (M), Alison Scott (R), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Julia Kochi (SF), Kerry Scott (SC), Becky Imamoto (LAUC), Wendy Parfrey (CDL)
Absent: JoAnne Newyear-Ramirez (B), John Renaud (I), Ivy Anderson (CDL)
Guest: Beth DuPuis (UCB)

Announcements, Housekeeping

Adam Matthew offer: reminder it is the last call for input on Adam Matthew offer. Discussion: a systemwide spend isn't going to happen; local purchases only this year. Action: Wendy will tell AMD.

SCLG minutes: Myra is working on the 2/10 minutes. Action: She will send out an email later. We will approve via email by Monday.

STAR Team: We approved the changes to the charge and the new co-chairs. Remember to access the full STAR Team website, you do need to request a password. It is NOT the same CDL password usually used. Please encourage others to request reviews of certain resources.

Microform Review Task Force

Julia has volunteered to be the convener. Myra is nominating Belen Fernandez from Davis. Kerry Scott will be the Shared Print rep. Action: Will give permission to the Micro group to work on our wiki. Will set up like the STAR Team. Action: Martha will pull this together and send it to the group.

FedArcDoc Project update

• Intent is to have one print and one digital copy of every FedDoc we own.
• We figured out how to disclose this info in records. (Shared Print had done something similar but no process for monographs.) Required some creative thinking.
• NRLF (B) and SRLF (UCLA) – different systems. Required a lot of coordination. Needed to work out prioritization of this with all the other projects being worked on.
• Different ways titles are cataloged – multivolume serials? We need to take it slow with the serials. Will rerun to make sure we aren't getting rid of anything we want.
• Next phase: go to each campus and have them work on their collections. The team needs to work out the processes and get rid of the bugs first. The timeline has slowed due to some of the complexity of this project. There are several eager campuses wanting to participate.
• Need programmer hired and trained to work on the serials/multivolume issues. Once we are confident that the RLF lists are right, then Riverside will get to work on their serials. And then it
makes sense to do one campus at a time. A guess would be maybe towards the end of the year to identify the next campus. Lottery?

- HathiTrust reinvigorated their federal docs group. Beth and Ivy are on it. What's missing from the HT digital collections? This could tie in well with the UC FedArcDoc Project.
- Is there a place where campuses have listed their collecting foci? GILS group might have something on this. If not, this would be a great thing to have them work on.
- Do all the campuses have http://home.marcive.com/? No, this hasn't been addressed yet.
- Education library closed at Berkeley. They sent their ERIC microform collection to NRLF. Each campus might want to get rid of their collection. Riverside is working on this right now.
- It would be a good idea for Beth to talk to Jean, the chair of the new microform review task force.

**Licensing Discussion – Reveal Digital and Springer Nature**

**Discussion on Reveal:**

- Is this really a "transformative" opportunity? This is not an unfamiliar model. Ivy characterized it as a way to commission digitization that moves to an open access model.
- To what extent do we understand their new business model?
- A number of the campuses have already declined to participate due to budget constraints, priorities, etc.
- Remind JSC on what STAR Team does and what SCLG does.

**Action for Everyone:** Instead of having it go to the STAR Team, we can do a poll to see if there is enough interest for a potential Tier 2. Respond to Mihoko’s email and let her know your level of interest by March 10th.

**Discussion on Springer Nature:**

- Still in discussion with the Springer about the medical journals.
- Each section of the SN worksheets that CDL posted has different cost share models - the same cost share models used in the past. No changes were made. But we need to first agree on the summary in general and then JSC can move on to reviewing the cost share models.
- It is hard for some campuses to accept in general without knowing exactly how much the cost share model will change.
- One way or another, everyone's share will go up, since we will be getting more content. Davis will accept this but with concern. This is a significant increase.
- This isn't a proposal yet; CDL wanted to share the current status.
- **Action:** When a final proposal comes through, CDL will include the 2016 costs?
- Springer is supposed to get back to us next week. Hopefully by mid-March will have some more info.
- Berkeley and LBNL might be a separate discussion.
- Springer's intention is to keep access on while we negotiate.
Licensing Update

New Cataloging Request Form – SCP encourages UC librarians to use this form to request cataloging projects consisting of TEN OR MORE TITLES, whether open access or licensed. SCP will review all requests, and forward them JSC for its approval and prioritization. The form is linked from SCP Website.

JSTOR eBooks DDA 2017-2018 - Access is active. Catalog records are being sent to campuses on a weekly basis now and distribution to UCB is working fine.

SAGE Premier 2017, Sage Research Methods (base, datasets, cases, 6 years of content), backfile update (2015-2017) – Access, UC-eLinks/SFX, and ERMS work are done. Sage Research Methods was just announced on CDL INFO News, although CDL is still working on some remaining issues that affect UCOP access and consistency of campus branding. Cataloging is in progress for all these products. SAGE Research Methods catalog record will be distributed next week.

Springer Nature – Business term negotiation is almost complete. Licensing term review is in progress. CDL will share the current status at the SCLG meeting on 2/24.

Electrochemical Society (ECS) Digital Library Update / ECS Plus – all 10 campuses approved a co-investment proposal to upgrade in 2017. SCLG reviewed campus-level authorship data and the STAR team’s evaluation. CDL is moving forward with licensing, invoicing and access.

Adam Matthew discount promotion – SCLG is evaluating local interest in purchasing AM products. Input is due by February 24 (Fri). Please contact Wendy Parfrey for questions and input.

SCOAP3 Phase 2 Renewal, 2017-2019 – CDL is working on a cost proposal for JSC approval and SCLG approvals in early March.

AAAS new titles in 2017 – CDL will add Tier 3 subscriptions for two titles, Science Immunology and Science Robotics, to the systemwide license. If there is interest, please contact Adriana Moran.

The Licensing status (request CDL password) page has been updated.